Inhomogeneous Poisson Point Process for Species Distribution Models: Relative performance of methods accounting for sampling bias and imperfect detection
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Abstract

Species distribution models have become tools of great importance in ecology since the advanced knowledge of suitable habitat of species is needed in the process of the world’s biodiversity conservation. Models that use presence-only data are of great interests and are widely used in ecology due to their easy access. However, these models do not estimate accurately the true spatial species distribution based solely on presence-only data since they do not account for biases induced by the sampling techniques used and imperfect detection. To address this gap, Hierarchical integrated models have been recently introduced. Through this study, we assessed the relative performance of these new SDMs models using simulated data. The performance of the models was tested by comparing the estimates of parameters of the distribution models they provide with parameters used to simulate the distribution of the virtual species. The best model was the one whose estimates were close to the true distribution parameters of the virtual species. Results showed that analyzing Presence-only data in conjunction with Point-counts data through the Dorazio’s Hierarchical model produced estimates of the coefficients of the species intensity models with high precision and less bias while the Koshkina integrated model showed poor performance. Site-occupancy data, being not informative of species abundance, did not allow reducing biases in Presence-only data. The Dorazio’s Hierarchical model produced estimates with high precision even with low detection probability. We have also found that the species rarity tends to inflate the variability of the models’ estimates making modelling abundant species to be more accurate than modelling less abundant species. Hence, to model the species distribution with high precision based on Presence-only data, additional Point-counts data are required to account for sampling bias and imperfect detection.
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1 Introduction

Species distribution models (SDMs) have become important tools in ecology to inform conservation actions in the context of climate change. They are used to identify suitable habitats from threatened, harmful invasive or endangered species or those of special concern or to assess the impact of climate change or land use on their future distribution (Crall et al., 2013; De Siqueira et al., 2009; Fei et al., 2012; Fuller et al., 2008; Guillera-Arroyo et al., 2014; Hefley et al., 2017; Kearney et al., 2010; Koshkina et al., 2017; Kremen et al., 2008; Li and Wang, 2013). The main purpose of SDMs is to plan conservation activities such as habitat restoration, bio-monitoring or creation of reserve networks. Accurate predictive SDMs are of particular importance for effective and adaptive management and conservation activities or for ecological research in general. Several modeling approaches have been developed including presence only SDMs.

Presence-only SDMs were developed to use data where knowledge of absences is inadequate or unavailable (Brotons et al., 2004; Guisan and Thuiller, 2005a,b; Peterson et al., 2011). The data collection techniques are unknown for most of Presence-only data resulting in an uncertainty in SDMs predictions (Barry and Elith, 2006; Elith et al., 2002). Furthermore, despite the numerous attempts made by ecologists, it is not possible to accurately predict the true spatial species distribution of the species of interest based solely on presence-only data (Fithian and Hastie, 2013; Hastie and Fithian, 2013). The uncertainty associated with ecological data (mostly collected from websites) is a great challenge in species distribution modeling. It must be accounted for when results are to be appropriately interpreted or if they are the basis of a decision-making process (Barry and Elith, 2006; Elith et al., 2002).

Among factors affecting SDMs accuracy, sampling bias and imperfect detection are receiving increasing attention. Sampling bias involves collecting occurrence records of the species of interest in such a way that some locations have a lower probability of being visited than others. Imperfect detection is the failure to detect an individual of that species in a given location, even if it is present. Correcting sampling bias effects can increase accuracy of Presence-only SDMs otherwise the model can reflect sampling effort rather than the true distribution of a species (Phillips et al., 2009). In addition, imperfect detection can substantially prevaricate the maximum likelihood estimates of Presence-only SDMs’ parameters (Dorazio, 2012). The assumption of perfect detection prevaricates parameters estimation and weakens statistical inference. Therefore, this situation could lead to a misunderstanding of the issue of interest and hence conclusions for policy making could be misleading (Kellner and Swihart, 2014). Yet, it is unclear to which extent, accounting for sampling bias and imperfect detection in the specification of these models would improve accuracy of presence only SDMs (Koshkina et al., 2017).

To address this challenge, a hierarchical species distribution model with presence only data together with replicated point counts was firstly proposed (Dorazio, 2014). Recently Koshkina et al. (2017) introduced an integrated species distribution model that combines Presence-only data with repeated survey site-occupancy records. These models account for sampling bias and imperfect detection simultaneously by using a thinned Poisson point-process model for presence only data after Dorazio (2014). They also incorporate either an N-mixture model for replicated point counts (Royle, 2004) or a revised version of the conventional site-occupancy (SO) model for repeated surveys SO data (MacKenzie et al., 2002). Yet, SDMs performances may also be affected by the type of species, considering its spatial patterning in geographic and environmental spaces (i.e. rare versus abundant; large distribution versus short range; different combination of these two aspects). For instance, how will SDMs performance be affected depending of the following situations? The
species is abundant and largely distributed vs abundant and short range; it is rare and largely distributed vs rare and short range.

Effect of species rarity and range on models’ performances has become an issue of interest only in the recent SDM literature. In this study, we examine effect of the type of species (rare versus abundant) on the performance of presence only SDMs when accounting for sampling bias and imperfect detection. To our knowledge, no previous study has already compared the predictive performance of these recently proposed models in the situation of rare vs abundant species.

2 Methods

2.1 Data generation process

For the data generation process, the simulation design was similar to that described in Dorazio (2014) and Koshkina et al. (2017). For this purpose, let us denote B, a square area divided into 1000 x 1000 grid cells representing the study area where occurs our virtual species. Let us also denote x(s) and w(s), two environmental predictors (covariates) generated using bivariate distributions that vary spatially and assumed to be independent of each other. These two predictors x(s) and w(s) were generated so that they were defined at every point s on the 2D grid of B (see Dorazio, 2014; Koshkina et al., 2017).

As in Dorazio (2014) and Koshkina et al. (2017), we simulated the species intensity λ(s) using the log-linear function that depends on the single covariate x(s):

\[
\log(\lambda(s)) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x(s)
\]

The detection probability b(s) was simulated using the logit function that depends on the single covariate w(s):

\[
\text{logit}(b(s)) = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 w(s)
\]

Simulation of the abundant species

We considered \( \beta_1 = 0.5 \) and \( \beta_0 = \log(8000) \approx 8.9872 \) for what we considered as an abundant species under varying detection probability b(s). We considered \( \alpha_1 = -1 \) and \( \alpha_0 \) was assigned values ranging from -5 to 5 so that detection probabilities at the average value of w(s) ranged from very low values (b(s) \( \approx 0 \)) to very high values (b(s) \( \approx 1 \)). The simulation of the abundant species was done in such a way as to have presence-only data that could go beyond 10000 occurrence records per cell when assuming perfect detection and decreasing as the probability of detection decreases without going below 100 records per cell when the detection probability is close to 0.

Simulation of the less abundant species

We considered \( \beta_1 = 0.5 \) and \( \beta_0 = \log(200) \approx 5.2983 \) for what we considered as a less abundant species under varying detection probability b(s) as we did for the abundant species. For this scenario, the simulations was done in such a way as to have presence-only data that could not go beyond 300 occurrence records per cell when assuming perfect detection and decreasing as the probability of detection decreases with the possibility of going below 5 records per cell when the detection probability is close to 0.

For both species abundance scenarios, the point patterns that represent the true presences were simulated with the intensity function \( \lambda(s) \) but thinned by the detection probability \( b(s) \). Also,
the data were assumed to be subject to an extra sampling bias that cannot be accounted for by covariate \( w(s) \). To achieve this, we did like Koshkina et al. (2017), by choosing randomly 30% of the total number of true detected presences and considered them as the observed presences. This ensures that we were working with true presence-background data instead of a presence-absence type of data.

To simulate the Point-counts data and site-occupancy data, we divided the study area \( B \) into 100 x 100 square quadrats of equal size, each quadrat being constituted by 100 grid cells of \( B \). Different samples of sizes \( Z = 50, 100, 200, 400 \) or 800 quadrats were randomly selected throughout the whole region \( B \). For each quadrat, the corresponding values of intensity \( \lambda(s) \) or true number of individuals present in it was calculated by summing the intensities corresponding to grid cells that fall in the considered quadrat. For each quadrat, the corresponding values of covariates \( x(s) \) and \( w(s) \) were calculated using the mean values of \( x(s) \) and \( w(s) \) from the aggregated areas. Simulated point-counts and presence-absence (site-occupancy status) were obtained by conducting \( J \) independent binomial draws from individuals of each quadrat (for more details, see Dorazio (2014) for point-counts data and Koshkina et al. (2017) for site-occupancy data).

2.2 Simulation design and data analysis

In all experiments, 2000 replications of the simulated data, each one containing presence-only, site-occupancy and point-counts data were generated. Maximum likelihood estimates of the predictor’s weight \( \beta_1 \) and the intercept \( \beta_0 \) were computed for each simulated dataset by fitting the model of presence-only data, the Koshkina Integrated model (the model with combined data of presence only observations and Site-Occupancy data), and the Dorazio model (the model with combined data of presence only observations and point counts). All models were fitted using the maximum likelihood method, in R (version 3.5.1) (R Development Core Team, 2018).

We estimated parameters \((\beta_0, \beta_1)\) from the virtual species distribution (intensity) based on the data sets containing records of points selected randomly over the study area \( B \) and the associated covariate. Hence, we obtained parameters’ estimates \((\hat{\beta}_0, \hat{\beta}_1)\) for each model that were compared to the simulated values of \((\beta_0, \beta_1)\) that were used to simulate the virtual species distribution (intensity).

The three models were compared by testing the effects of accounting for sampling bias and imperfect detection, the number of sites in planned surveys and the detection probability on model’s performance based on \( \beta \) estimates. To assess the performance of models, operating characteristics of the estimators (bias and variance) were used.

3 Results

3.1 Comparison of \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) estimates

The student \( t \) test was used to test the conformity of the \( \beta \) estimates while the Levene test was used to test the effect of species abundance on their variance. The results obtained are presented in table 1.

Table 1 illustrates how the bias evolves in estimating parameters for the different models under study. The results showed that the estimates of parameters \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) have high variance in case of less abundant species while they become low in case of abundant species. The increase in species abundance decreases the variance of the estimates. Estimates of parameter \( \beta_0 \) are less precise...
Table 1: Maximum-likelihood estimates of parameters $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ obtained by fitting different models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Species abundance</th>
<th>Real Estimate</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t test</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.298</td>
<td>4.842</td>
<td>1.866</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>8.987</td>
<td>7.718</td>
<td>1.193</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Levene test p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.298</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>8.987</td>
<td>7.471</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Levene test p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.298</td>
<td>5.286</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>8.987</td>
<td>8.987</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Levene test p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.025*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Levene test p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Levene test p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHM</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Levene test p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for Presence-only and Koshkina integrated model. These models underestimate $\beta_0$ while Dorazio model has shown to be superior in estimating $\beta_0$. All models, except Presence-only model, appear to estimate parameter $\beta_1$ accurately. Based on these results, we conclude that the combination of Presence-only data and Site-occupancy data does not significantly increase the accuracy of species distribution models under any species abundance scenario. Dorazio’s Hierarchical SDM has shown the best performance in the estimation of parameters $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ for both, rare and abundant species when compared to other models. Accounting for sampling bias and imperfect detection by using Koshkina Integrated model appears hence to not be meaningful at all. Site-occupancy surveys are not hence good ways to improve SDM accuracy. Point-count data appear to be helpful for that purpose.

3.2 Effects of detection probability on operating characteristics of maximum likelihood estimates

As mentioned above, the decrease in relative abundance leads to inflation of the variance of $\beta_0$ estimates. The $\beta_0$ estimates of the Presence-only model and Koshkina Integrated model are less precise and are also found to be sensitive to the variation in the detection probability (Fig.1 and Fig.2). As the probability of detection decreases, the bias and variance of the estimators in $\beta_0$ increases. Bias of $\beta_0$ due to low probabilities of detection is thus higher for less abundant species than for abundant species. In both scenarios of species abundance (Less abundant species versus abundant species), the Dorazio Hierarchical model differs from the two models in that it is very insensitive to changes in the probability of detection. For this model, the bias of the $\beta_0$ estimates is almost zero but only its variance is slightly altered if the species is rare, regardless of the detection probability (Fig.1c, Fig.1f, Fig.2c and Fig.2f). As for the other models, $\beta_1$ is not sensitive either to variation in detection probabilities or to changes in the abundance of the species of interest.

For the three models, we noted that the variation in detection probability has no effect on the
Figure 1: **Bias of maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters $\beta_0$ with varying detection probability.** The top row shows results for the less abundant species while the bottom row shows results for the abundant species. The bar lines represent the standard deviation of the bias. The red line indicates bias equal zero.

Figure 2: **Standard deviation of maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters $\beta_0$ with varying detection probability.** The top row shows results for the less abundant species while the bottom row shows results for the abundant species. The red line indicates standard deviation equal zero.
Figure 3: **Bias of maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters \( \beta_1 \) with varying detection probability.** The top row shows results for the less abundant species while the bottom row shows results for the abundant species. The bar lines represent the standard deviation of the bias. The red line indicates bias equal zero.

Figure 4: **Standard deviation of maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters \( \beta_1 \) with varying detection probability.** The top row shows results for the less abundant species while the bottom row shows results for the abundant species. The red line indicates standard deviation equal zero.
Figure 5: Mean bias of maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ with varying numbers of Site-Occupancy or Point-counts sites. The top row shows results for the $\beta_0$ while the bottom row shows results for $\beta_1$. The red line indicates bias equal zero. The bar lines represent the standard deviation of the bias. The blue square represents the mean bias of maximum-likelihood estimates obtained with the Presence-only model.

3.3 Effects of number of sampled sites on operating characteristics of maximum likelihood estimates of $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$

Apart from the effect of species abundance on the variance of $\beta_0$ estimates, the Koshkina Integrated model is less precise regardless of the number of surveyed sites (Fig.5c). On the other hand, the Dorazio Hierarchical model has shown to be superior with a minimum number of sites (50 sites) sampled in case of an abundant species. For a less abundant species, to achieve good accuracy (near-zero variance) of the $\beta_0$ estimates, 200 or more surveyed sites are required (Fig.6b).

In case of abundant species, all models estimated $\beta_0$ with almost zero variance. This is not the case for the less abundant species for which it is necessary to increase the number of surveyed sites during planned surveys to reduce the variance of the $\beta_0$ estimated by Dorazio model (Fig.6b). For the Koshkina Integrated Model, the variance of $\beta_0$ estimates tends to be slightly erratic with varying numbers of Site-occupancy sites for the less abundant species while it appears constant for the abundant species. Furthermore, it appears to decrease with the increase of the species abundance (see Fig.6a and Fig.6c). Indeed, the rarer the species, the greater the variance of $\beta_0$ estimates and
Figure 6: Standard deviation of maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ with varying numbers of Site-Occupancy or Point-counts sites. The top row shows results for $\beta_0$ while the bottom row shows results for $\beta_1$. The red line indicates bias equal zero. The blue square represents the standard deviation of maximum-likelihood estimates obtained with the Presence-only model.
As for $\beta_0$, the rarity of the species of interest seems to have a leverage effect on the variance of $\beta_1$ estimates. The Presence-only model, the Koshkina Integrated model and the Dorazio Hierarchical model estimate $\beta_1$ with almost zero variance and almost constant as for the estimation of $\beta_0$ (Fig.6h). For the Koshkina Integrated model and the Dorazio Hierarchical model, the variance of the $\beta_1$ estimates for the two scenarios of abundance of the species of interest is negligible (almost zero) and does not change regardless of the number of surveyed sites (Fig.6e-6h).

4 Discussion

4.1 Performance in accounting for imperfect detection and sampling bias

Modelling species occurrence without accounting for bias induced by imperfect detection and/or sampling bias could lead to capture only sampling effort. In this circumstance, it is difficult to distinguish between predictions that reliably reflect ecological processes that shape the spatial distribution of the species and those that are related to detectability effects or sampling effect (Guillera-Arroita, 2017; Lahoz-Monfort et al., 2014).

Presence-only model and the Koshkina Integrated model were unable to estimate accurately $\beta_0$ (the intercept). The two models seem to behave in the same way. With poor precision in $\beta_0$ estimates, it is then clear that analyzing Presence-only data in conjunction with the Site-occupancy data does not correctly account for sampling bias and imperfect detection. On the other hand, the Dorazio Hierarchical model has shown good performance by producing highly precise estimates of $\beta_0$ with less bias. All models have shown good performance in estimating $\beta_1$ parameter (slope). It appears then that analyzing Presence-only data in conjunction with Points-count data improve significantly the precision of Presence-only models and appears to be the best way to account for sampling bias and imperfect detection to which these data are subject. The performance of Dorazio Hierarchical model in estimating $\beta_0$ is inherited from Point-count model while its performance in estimating $\beta_1$ is inherited from the Presence-only model. The performance of Dorazio Hierarchical model we have observed can be explained by the fact that Point-counts model is known to produce accurate estimates of abundance and detectability in circumstances where populations are assumed truly closed (Royle, 2004). Another reason can be that the Point-counts model are known to be more versatile in the sense that it can be used even in populations where site-specific abundances may be high and where estimates of site occupancy equal one (Dodd and Dorazio, 2004). The Point-counts model has several advantages among which its ability to be extended to allow heterogeneity in the detection probability per individual between sample locations independently of the variation in site specific abundances (Royle and Dorazio, 2006).

Surprisingly, our results do not corroborate those of Koshkina et al. (2017) while the simulation plan was almost identical to ours. Also, they do not corroborate those of MacKenzie et al. (2002) and Mackenzie and Royle (2005) who had shown that the Site-Occupancy model can correct imperfect detection due to false absences (that is, failure to detect a species present on a given site) provided that the planned surveys are conducted in such a way that it is possible to estimate the detectability. One factor could explain the bad performance of the Koshkina integrated model: The lack of information on the local abundance of the species of interest. Dorazio (2007) showed that the estimates of population site occupancy and abundance based on the Point-counts and Site-occupancy models are technically equivalent, but since point-counts data potentially contain more information (relative to species abundance) than Site-occupancy data, the Dorazio Hierarchical
model may produce estimates that are more accurate than those produced by Koshkina Integrated model. Hence, the major weakness of the Site-Occupancy data is that they are not informative of the abundance of the species of interest. That could be why the Koshkina Integrated models did not perform well. In addition, Jiménez-Valverde et al. (2009), Nielsen et al. (2005), and Pearce et al. (2001) and other empirical studies have demonstrated a lack of correlation between occupancy and local abundance. In these studies, it is demonstrated that imposing a presence-absence design to point-counts design leads to loss of information except when each spatial unit contains only one observation. In the case where each spatial unit contains at least one observation, the use of Site-occupancy data leads to a loss of the ability to investigate the influence of environmental conditions on the species distribution (Aarts et al., 2012).

Dorazio (2014) showed that if abundance within sample units is not too high, Site-Occupancy survey can be used to reduce or eliminate the bias induced by imperfect detection and sampling bias. This statement supposes that Koshkina integrated model could produce relatively accurate estimates if the species of interest is rare or rare. Furthermore, Comte and Grenouillet (2013) found that Site-occupancy model provided better accuracy than models that do not account for imperfect detectability and demonstrated that correcting bias induced by imperfect detection improved species distributions models performance. Their results demonstrated that Site-Occupancy model is an attractive way to predict the distribution of poorly detectable species but it does not always lead to a substantial improvement over conventional model predictions.

Conduct planned surveys is expensive and biologist interested in modelling species distribution are not always fortunate enough to collect Point-counts data in planned surveys. Then, the Dorazio Hierarchical model offers an alternative to model spatial distribution of species with high precision by combining opportunistic data (Presence-only data) and Point-counts data obtained during planned surveys. The advantage offered by Dorazio Hierarchical model is that it does not necessarily require a large number of point-count observations to collect during repeated planned surveys.

4.2 Effect of variation in detection probability and species rarity on the models’ precision

Detection probability is intrinsically heterogeneous among individuals of a species of interest. Such intrinsic heterogeneity could be manifest as inherent differences among individuals in levels of activity or movement, crypsis (the ability of an animal to avoid observation or detection) and perhaps even body size (Cutrera et al., 2006; Karlsson et al., 2008; Karpestam et al., 2014; Storfer et al., 1999). The Presence-only model and Koshkina Integrated model have shown to be relatively sensitive to the variation in detection probability during opportunistic surveys while the Dorazio hierarchical model has shown to be less sensitive. When doing simulations, we assumed that the detection probability at each surveyed site was constant during repeated planned surveys and we did not then assess the effect of variation in detection probability during planned surveys to know how the Dorazio Hierarchical model and Koshkina Integrated model perform when varying detection probability in that circumstance. Indeed, the concern of this study was the imperfect detection to which Presence-only data are subject. Nevertheless, Dorazio Hierarchical model and Koshkina Integrated model are assumed to explicitly account for species detectability (MacKenzie et al., 2002; Tyre et al., 2003). The two models have two components, one of which is the spatial point process model and the other is the point-counts model or the site-occupancy model. It is the second component of these models that is intended to correct the bias in the $\beta_0$ estimates, the relative abundance of the species of interest. By comparing the performance of the PO model and the Dorazio Hierarchical model as probability detection varies, we can see that the Point-counts model component makes the Dorazio Hierarchical model very insensitive to the variation in prob-
ability detection. The component relating to Point-counts data can thus be considered as accurate in estimating the abundance of the species of interest.

Kery et al. (2005) and Zylstra et al. (2010) found that the Point-counts models provided greater abundance estimates than those obtained by other methods, that is, conventional territory mapping for different bird species (Kery et al., 2005) and distance sampling for desert tortoise (Zylstra et al., 2010). Furthermore, Veech et al. (2016) found that in case of homogeneity in individual detection, Point-counts model generally perform well with relatively little bias. Royle (2004) obtained similar result with constant detection probabilities of individuals. He found that if detection probability was high, then the Point-counts models tended to be very accurate; if detection probability was low, the average difference between estimated and known abundance could be as great as 20 % for small sample sizes or as low as 5 % for large sample sizes. Furthermore, Veech et al. (2016) demonstrated that when there is heterogeneity in detection probability, the models still perform well as long as detection probability is moderately high on average. Martin et al. (2011) found Point-counts models to exhibit substantial bias towards overestimation of actual abundance when there was bimodal heterogeneity in individual detection probability represented by correlated detection probabilities at the sampling sites. Warren et al. (2013) found both underestimation and overestimation of abundance without any strong bias. Couturier et al. (2013), Joseph et al. (2009), and Kery et al. (2005) and Other studies that assessed performance of Point-counts models on real data have also suggested that model performance can be affected by heterogeneity in individual detection probability. Indeed, heterogeneity in detection probability among individuals may be a relevant concern in other abundance-estimation techniques such a Site-Occupancy models.

Our results have shown that the species being rare tends to increase the bias of the $\beta_0$ estimates (intercept of the intensity model) only. When a species or individual is poorly detected, detectability models may not converge to a solution even for a species occurring across 50 % of the sites (Welsh et al., 2013). In this circumstance models cannot be accurate in estimating parameters. According to Welsh et al. (2013), another issue arising with the analyses of less abundant species with lower detection probabilities is that their fitted probabilities are often found to be equal to one, a result that would generally suggest that the species is in effect widespread. But what is a less abundant species? The definition of rarity often varies with study system and taxa (Yu and Dobson, 2000). A given species is considered as rare if it is undeniable that it was captured once or twice in such a large sample effort and if it failed to occur in at least eight out of 11 sites. That is one of the criteria used by Ferraz et al. (2007). Based on this, we suspect that the abundance for the less abundant species scenario (200 individuals at average values of the intensity covariate) could not be considered to be really the abundance corresponding to a less abundant species. It might have been better to consider an average abundance far below that considered for the less abundant species scenario in our simulations and this could possibly lead to different conclusions.

4.3 Models limitations and suggestions for further works

Presence-only data suffer from the disadvantage of containing the problem of spatial auto-correlation (non-independence). We can not afford to ignore this bias in the modeling of species distribution. Species distribution models implicitly assume that the geographical data points for species records are independent and the environmental layers used as hypothetical predictive variables and associated to the geographical records of species also show problems of spatial auto-correlation (Cruz-Cárdenas et al., 2014; Segurado et al., 2006). Disregard and not avoid spatial auto-correlation has consequences such as incurring in poor precision in model coefficients and hence inflate type I errors (Cruz-Cárdenas et al., 2014; Dormann, 2007). Therefore, where biological or population processes induce substantial auto-correlation in the species distribution, and this is not modeled,
model predictions will be inaccurate. The models we have studied should therefore also be evaluated in relation to their predictive performance when the data are subject to spatial auto-correlation. Another unexplored fact of this study is the benefit of adding interaction terms in the models. Additional study are needed to explore it.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we have shown that the best way to correct the bias induced by sampling bias and imperfect detection is to analyze Presence-only data in conjunction with Point-counts data through Hierarchical species distribution model proposed by Dorazio (2014) which is the combination of Spatial Point Process Model and N-mixture model (also called Point-counts model). Indeed, analyzing Presence-only data in conjunction with Site-occupancy data resulted in poor precision in estimates of species intensity whereas analyzing Presence-only data in conjunction with Point-counts estimated parameters of species intensity without bias. Whatever the species abundance, the Dorazio Hierarchical model has shown to be less sensitive to the variation in detection probability during opportunistic surveys. It has shown to outperform the other models by estimating model’s coefficients with almost zero bias and very low variance of estimates. In the case of less abundant species, the advantage offered by the Dorazio Hierarchical model is that, if the repeated planned surveys are conducted in such a way to accurately estimate the detection probability, they need only Point-counts data of small number of sampled sites to correct such a bias. Furthermore, in the case of the abundant species, the number of sites to be sampled is much smaller.
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